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Zenith is the only superhuman popstar. He's saved the world, had a number one record - but his only
interests are women, drugs, alchohol and fame. But Peter St. John and the unexpected reappearance of
Ruby forces the superbrat to take off and tackle a nuclear threat to London - from his own creator
Western - Jean van Hamme 2011
Ten years after Edwyn Van Deer disappeared, Ambrosius Van Deer journeys to Fort Laramie to meet a man
who claims he's found his nephew.
The Universe in Your Hand - Christophe Galfard 2016-04-19
"If Ms. Frizzle were a physics student of Stephen Hawking, she might have written THE UNIVERSE IN
YOUR HAND, a wild tour through the reaches of time and space, from the interior of a proton to the Big
Bang to the rough suburbs of a black hole. It's friendly, excitable, erudite, and cosmic." —Jordan Ellenberg,
New York Times besteselling author of How Not To Be Wrong Quantum physics, black holes, string theory,
the Big Bang, dark matter, dark energy, parallel universes: even if we are interested in these fundamental
concepts of our world, their language is the language of math. Which means that despite our best
intentions of finally grasping, say, Einstein's Theory of General Relativity, most of us are quickly brought up
short by a snarl of nasty equations or an incomprehensible graph. Christophe Galfard's mission in life is to
spread modern scientific ideas to the general public in entertaining ways. Using his considerable skills as a
brilliant theoretical physicist and successful young adult author, The Universe in Your Hand employs the
immediacy of simple, direct language to show us, not explain to us, the theories that underpin everything
we know about our universe. To understand what happens to a dying star, we are asked to picture
ourselves floating in space in front of it. To get acquainted with the quantum world, we are shrunk to the
size of an atom and then taken on a journey. Employing everyday similes and metaphors, addressing the
reader directly, and writing stories rather than equations renders these astoundingly complex ideas in an
immediate and visceral way. Utterly captivating and entirely unique, The Universe in Your Hand will find its
place among other classics in the field.
Star Wars: Invasion vol. 3 Revelations - Tom Taylor 2012
The galaxy is united against the invading Yuuzhan Vong. Or is it? The Galfridian royal family has been at
the forefront of the Yuuzhan Vong war since their homeworld was conquered. Princess Kaye and Queen
Nina have gathered refugees and seek to reunite them with their families at a safe haven. But could a
haven run by the Empire really be safe? Meanwhile, Finn Galfridian, under the guidance of Jedi Master
Dray, infiltrates Coruscant and discovers revelations about the leaders of the New Republic that could lead
to disaster for the war, and for his family! * Set within the time frame of the New Jedi Order novels from
Del Rey! * New heroes on a new front in the Yuuzhan Vong war!
Children's Books in Print - R R Bowker Publishing 1999-12

Livres hebdo - 2009
In the Kitchen with Alain Passard - Christophe Blain 2013-05-07
Presents a graphic account of chef Alain Passard's French kitchen, who shocked the culinary world by
removing meat from his acclaimed restaurant's menu, and includes insights into his creative process and
recipes adapted for the home kitchen.
Boys of the Dead - Douji Tomita 2022-04-26
Introducing Zom-BL! A truck pulls into a sleepy roadside diner. In it a pair of young men argue over
something before stepping into the restaurant for some grub and some assistance. Apparently their car is
having engine trouble and they need a new car battery. The cook offers his used battery and hands one of
them the keys to his car before he starts preparing a pair of chili dogs. While he is over the grill, he is told a
tale of chaos, violence and disorder perpetuated by undying people(?)...
De Silence et de Sang - Tome 14 - François Corteggiani 2004-05-12
C'est un événement au sein de la collection Vécu, voici le dernier tome de la série mythique De Silence et
de sang ! Une série magnifique qui nous a conté durant 14 volumes, et autant d'années, l'histoire de la
Mafia américaine, fondée par des immigrés italiens, des origines de sa création jusqu'à aujourd'hui. Une
série orchestrée de main de maître par le talentueux scénariste François Corteggiani, qui a réalisé ici une
oeuvre flamboyante, aussi rigoureuse d'une point de vue historique qu'imaginative et construite d'un point
de vue narratif. De plus, De Silence et sang a eu la chance de bénéficier de l'apport de trois dessinateurs
talentueux durant son histoire. Tout d'abord Marc Malès qui réalisa les trois premiers volumes, suivi par
Jean-Yves Mitton qui en dessina sept, et enfin Emmanuel Barison qui prit en charge les quatre derniers
albums de la série. Dont ce quatorzième, où le scénario nous emmène entre les conséquences de la
Seconde Guerre mondiale sur le réseau et l'époque contemporaine. Voici donc l'occasion idéale de se
replonger dans cette série incontournable !
Quid? - Dominique Frémy 2006
Walhalla - Tome 03 - 2018-09-05
Un endroit en vert ! Toujours en quête d’une terre d’accueil pour leur village menacé d’extinction, nos
vikings font la connaissance d’un certain Patrick. Envoyé par le pape, ce dernier doit répandre la bonne
parole d’un dieu soi-disant unique dans un pays reculé : l’Irlande. Patrick leur promet que s’ils l’aident dans
sa mission, l’Église leur cédera à un bout de cette terre promise – bien qu’elle soit un peu trop verte pour
qu’il n’y pleuve pas. Mais sur place, les locaux ne voient pas arriver cette nouvelle religion d’un très bon
œil, ils ont peur du grand remplacement. Et la seule chose qu’on leur promet ici, ce sont plutôt des baffes.
Découvrez le dernier tome de la série vikingesque et hilarante de Pothier (Ratafia, Junk...) et Lechuga, dont
le premier tome était en sélection Jeunesse au festival d’Angoulême !
Trésors de la bande dessinée - 1991
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Droners - L'Odyssée de Wyatt Whale - Tome 1 - Amis pour la vie ! - Pierre De Cabissole
2021-10-22T00:00:00+02:00
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Dans la dangereuse cité de Paroa, les jeunes Wyatt et Kass cherchent à échapper à la misère. Leur plan :
explorer l'étrange carcasse d'un vaisseau en forme de crabe. Une épave qui excite aussi la convoitise de
Teach, le caïd local... Wyatt et Kass vont affronter le danger ensemble. Et faire une rencontre qui changera
leur vie : celle de Neptune, une merveilleuse créature d'énergie... Vous aimez Droners, la série animée
suivant l'incroyable course de drones organisée par l'extravagant Monsieur Whale, inventeur des
G.E.N.I.E.S., des êtres d'énergie pure ? Vous adorerez Droners, la BD qui raconte sa jeunesse !
Les Livres disponibles - 2004
La liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en langue française dans le monde. La liste des
éditeurs et la liste des collections de langue française.
The Eyes of the Cat - Alejandro Jodorowsky 2014-03-19
The very first graphic storytelling collaboration between two masters of the medium, Alexandro Jodorowsky
and Moebius.
The Professor's Daughter - Emmanuel Guibert 2007-04-17
Follows the adventures of Lillian, the daughter of renowned Egyptologist Professor Bowell, and Imhotep IV,
a dashing mummy owned by the professor who is awake for the first time in thirty centuries and is in love
with Lillian.
Cassandra Darke - Posy Simmonds 2018-11-01
***WINNER OF THE COMEDY WOMEN IN PRINT PRIZE 2020*** 'Simmonds is a copper-bottomed
genius... she is as brilliant a writer as Britain has' Jenny Colgan, Mail Online Cassandra Darke is an art
dealer, mean, selfish, solitary by nature, living in Chelsea in a house worth £7 million. She has become a
social pariah, but doesn't much care. Between one Christmas and the next, she has sullied the reputation of
a West End gallery and has acquired a conviction for fraud, a suspended sentence and a bank balance
drained by lawsuits. On the scale of villainy, fraud seems to Cassandra a rather paltry offence - her own
crime involving 'no violence, no weapon, no dead body'. But in Cassandra's basement, her young ex-lodger,
Nicki, has left a surprise, something which implies at least violence and probably a body . . . Something
which forces Cassandra out of her rich enclave and onto the streets. Not those local streets paved with gold
and lit with festive glitter, but grimmer, darker places, where she must make the choice between selfsacrifice and running for her life.
The Art of War: A Graphic Novel - Sun Tzu 2018-11-06
An entertaining graphic adaptation of the oldest military treatise in the world. Hailed as the oldest
philosophical discussion on military strategy, Sun Tzu’s The Art of War has been adapted as a graphic novel
by award-winning illustrator Pete Katz. In this edition, the narrative focuses on a teacher instructing a pupil
on the main points of Sun Tzu’s treatise, with vibrant battle scenes interspersed throughout. Issues such as
planning, tactics, maneuvering, and spying are demonstrated in the full-color scenes, so that readers can
envision how military goals are achieved using principles from the fifth century BC.
Francophonie edition - 1976

when the fearsome Clayton gang murders his mother before his very eyes. From that moment on, the noworphaned Jim becomes obsessed with a sole objective: joining Sykes to track down his mother's killers. But
what he doesn't yet realize is that legends of the Old West are forged by their demons.
Undertaker - Volume 5 - The White Indian - Delabie Caroline 2020-01-20T00:00:00+01:00
Lin and Rose have gone their separate ways, so Jonas Crow is left alone with his hearse and Jed, his pet
vulture. Winter has set in and there's plenty of work to do—plenty of bodies to bury. When a childhood
friend, Sid, looks him up and offers him a dangerous job, Jonas eventually agrees to it. Time, however,
changes all things, loyalties included. Sid may not be trustworthy, but he was right about one thing—Jonas
is the only undertaker in the Old West crazy enough to go after a corpse in Apache territory.
Jazz Maynard - Raule 2017-12
Jazz Maynard was born in the slums of Barcelona, surrounded by the sort of criminal element that gets
under your skin for good. He tried to escape their influence by moving to New York City, but after ten years
of living by his own rules, his past caught up with him, forcing him back to the streets that groomed him.
Shadows of his former life have been waiting for him, and its time for him to face the inescapable. Jazz
Maynard and his childhood friend Teo are not enjoying this unexpected reunion. Jazz had spent the
previous ten years in New York, until just three days earlier, when he received a desperate letter from his
long-lost sister, who had fallen in with bad company. Jazz did what any good brother would do--he rescued
her from the bad company and whisked her back home to Barcelona, the homeland he left ten years earlier.
But it didn't take long for trouble to catch up with him. Three days, in fact. Old criminal relationships are
renewed, and Jazz's skills as a thief and bodyguard are put on display, forced into various underground jobs
by foes both old and new. It becomes pretty clear why Jazz might have left, but the question now is whether
he will ever be able to leave again . . . A complex tale of antiheroes and criminal agendas in deadly
competition, with our hero trapped in the middle.
Battle Gods - Francisco Ruiz Velasco 2001
One of the most talked-about series debuts of the year is now available in one humongous, white-hot slab of
a collection. Featuring 240 pages of mighty warriors, exotic locales, professional jealousies, personal
vendettas, Mexican wrestling, street fights, illegal motorcycle races, and Aztec zombies all wrapped around
a thousand year-old Mayan legend that portends the end of the world!
Livres de France - 2009-10
Zenith - Grant Morrison 2014
Berlin, 1945: The allies unleashed the second world war hero Maximan upon the German super soldier
Masterman. Maximan's defeat was only kept secret by the nuclear bomb which destroyed both men. Fortyplus years later, and twenty years after a generation of '60s British superpowered heroes came and went,
the teenage pop star Zenith is the only superhuman left - and his only interest in women, drugs, alchohol
and fame. So when he is contacted about the threat from the many-angled ones and the impending
destruction of our world, his first reaction is to steer well clear. But the superhumans of the past have other
plans...
Undertaker - Volume 2 - The Dance of the Vultures - Xavier Dorison 2016-10-05
Undertaker Jonas Crow, along with the English governess Rose and her Chinese maid Lin, have to get the
gold-filled corps of old Mr. Cusco back to the mining vein they call 'Red Chance'. They have three days.
Three days, a hearse, 50 miles ahead of them, and an entire town of discontented miners to deal with!
Des livres d'enfants à la littérature de jeunesse - Christian Poslaniec 2008
Histoire du genre, inauguré au milieu du XIXe siècle avec le développement de l'alphabétisation et des
techniques d'impression. Les éditeurs Louis Hachette avec La Bibliothèque rose, et l'adaptateur Jules
Hetzel, écrivain et républicain militant, concepteur de la Bibliothèque d'éducation et de récréation, sont
deux figures majeures du développement du livre pour enfant.
The Folies Bergère - Zidrou 2015-11-25
We're right in the middle of World War I, deep in the trenches. The soldiers are confronted by unimaginable
suffering and violent death on a daily basis. Considered as nothing more than cannon fodder by their
superiors, they try desperately to survive. Partly as an act of defiance in the face of hardship, partly as the

Bibliographie nationale française - 1999
Lydie Lydie - Zidrou 2018-03-21
On a forgotten cul-de-sac in a nameless city, a child is born. It doesn't take long for the charming little girl
to work her way into the hearts of all the residents on this cozy little street. Does it really matter that she's
invisible? The child's mother delivered a stillborn, fatherless baby. Two months later, she becomes
convinced that her child has returned from heaven. The neighbors don't have the heart to tell her
otherwise, and so they play along. After all, "why bring somebody pain when it's so easy to bring joy
instead?" ...But is Lydie really a figment?
Terreur sur le Kansas - Jean-Michel Charlier 2003
Une nouvelle aventure de Blueberry.--[Memento].
Sykes - Pierre Dubois 2017-12-13
From the very first moment he meets "Sentence" Sykes, young Jim Starret instantly recognizes a legend of
the Old West, just like in the comic books he learned to read with. But his new hero is nowhere to be seen
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ultimate irony, the soldiers nickname their regiment after the famous Parisian cabaret club 'Folies Bergère'.
They laugh and joke, they write, they draw, they fight, they die in appalling circumstances, they kill
themselves, they lose their minds. And then one of their number is sentenced to death by firing squad... and
miraculously survives...
Alone - Fabien Vehlmann 2021-09-07
Five children wake up in a city empty of all its inhabitants. They must learn to face danger and survive alone. The 12th volume of a fascinating tale between fantasy and horror. Guaranteed to captivate old and
young readers alike!
Nevada T03 - Fred Duval 2021-06-16
Sammy Glover, star du nouveau western de Louise Hathaway, est victime d'une attaque cardiaque lors du
tournage. Un seul acteur a le talent pour le remplacer : Mac Nabb, l'étoile solitaire, malgré ses addictions
au jeu, à l'alcool et aux drogues. Il accepte le rôle mais à une condition : rejoindre le tournage à Monument
Valley à cheval escorté par une de ses vieilles connaissances : Nevada Marquez.
Der Antiheld in Westerncomics der franko-belgischen Schule - Kira Ackermann 2010-03-12
Die Trivialliteratur und somit selbstverständlich auch Comics sind fester Bestandteil der Leser- und
Lesestoffforschung. Die früher noch für lange Zeit als "banal" und "jugendgefährdend" bezeichnete
"Schundliteratur" wird gegenwärtig von allen sozialen Schichten gelesen. Doch noch immer beschäftigt
man sich mit der Aufarbeitung der Geschichte dieser Literatur. In diesem Werk erfährt der Leser unter
anderem, dass ein Antiheld im Comic genauso vielschichtig sein kann wie Georg Büchners Woyzeck.
Nevada T02 - 2020-06-10
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À peine remis de son excursion au Mexique pour y rattraper l'Étoile du Texas en mal d'émotions fortes,
Nevada repart pour une nouvelle mission. Tout ne va pas se passer comme il l'espérait, mais après tout il a
l'habitude. Louise confie à Nevada, l'homme à tout faire des studios d'Hollywood, une livraison de la plus
haute importance. À Los Angeles, dans le célèbre quartier de Chinatown, le destinataire attend ce « cadeau
» qui facilitera la signature d'un contrat d'exclusivité avec le studio. Malheureusement, le contenu du
paquet a l'air de beaucoup intéresser un chef des redoutables triades chinoises...
Undertaker 4. The Shadow of Hippocrates - Xavier Dorison 2018-05-16
Dr. Jeronimus Quint has an unusual business model that Hippocrates would frown upon: he creates his own
patients by injuring people whose lives then depend on him. His latest victims are Jonas Crow, Undertaker,
and Rose, his English companion. Without the best medical attention—i.e. Quint's—each might lose a limb,
or even die, from gangrene. He's kidnapped Rose and is withholding his sado-surgical skills while Jonas and
his cohort Lin pursue him and his captive. With ferrymen and lumberjacks in front, angry lawmen behind,
and a leg killing him from within, the Undertaker hopes to survive long enough to make Jeronimus Quint his
next customer.
Carthago Adventures - Christophe Bec 2017-06-28
These five individual, but interlinked, stories see Donovan and billionaire Feiersinger combating all manner
of malicious myths and monsters from the Californian Bigfoot and deadly African dinosaurs, to Arctic sea
creatures and giant Canadian wolves. Whether driven by a taste for adventure, a passion for scientific
curiosity, or simply by pure obsession, join our unrelenting heroes as they chase and encounter creatures
that are as mythical as they are deadly.
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